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   Mr J Bridges   
   Miss D Maskell 
   Miss J Miah 
   Mrs S Shingler 
   Mr M Sullivan  
   Ms C Sweeney   
 

 
 IN ATTENDANCE:  Ms L Dale-Barron (part) Assistant Principal 
   Mrs J Hamilton  Vice Principal  

    Mr J Staddon   Vice Principal 
   Ms O Stone (part) Assistant Principal 

   Mrs R Walker  Clerk 
   Mr J Wright (part) Curriculum Lead, Natural Sciences 
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   Ms A Richards 
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Ref Action  Owner Review Date 
0230 Biology mock outcomes VA to come to LGB. Principal March 

0230 Biology to be revisited in early 2022/2023 
academic year. 

Clerk Autumn Term 

0231 Feedback on chaperone initiative   VP JS June 

    

 

  
The Chair welcomed all to the remote meeting and advised he would be chairing the meeting 
as the Chair of the Governing Body was taking part but was travelling so unable to chair. 
 

 

 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE LOCAL GOVERNING BODY OF 

SOLIHULL 6TH FORM COLLEGE, 
HELD REMOTELY AT 5.00 PM ON WEDNESDAY 26 JANUARY 2022 



 
 

0226 DECLARATION OF INTEREST/CONFIDENTIALITY/CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS 
 

 Attention was drawn to the Articles of Association relating conflicts of interest, 
including but not limited to any Personal Financial Interest. 

 
 Governors were advised that if a person had any interest in a contract, proposed 

contract or matter under consideration, s/he should disclose the fact and take no part 
in the consideration, discussion or vote in respect of the contract or matter and 
withdraw from the meeting. 

 
 There were no declarations of interest.  
 
 Governors were reminded that care should be taken to ensure that they were aware 

of agenda items of a confidential nature.  In addition, they were advised to ensure that 
minutes of their meetings did not include information of a confidential nature as the 
draft minutes were considered public documents as soon as approved by the Chair of 
the meeting. 

 
 The Clerk requested that Governors consider if any items were of a confidential 

nature.  Governors were advised that these items should be considered in private. 
 
  
0227  ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 
 JB advised that the CEO, Cathy Anwar, was stepping down at the end of summer term, 

as previously discussed and consequently there had been a recruitment process that 
had been undertaken.  JB had been involved in the recruitment committee on behalf 
of the Trust and interviewed the final shortlisted candidates.  At the end of the 
selection process, Vince Green, the Secondary Education Director had been appointed 
as the new CEO of the Trust, commencing in September.  JB advised he would update 
on the upcoming Trust Board meeting in the next meeting.  The Chair and all governors 
extended their congratulations to Vince Green on his appointment.  

 
 
0228 MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 
 
 RESOLVED: That the Minutes and Confidential Minutes of the meeting held on 8 

December 2021 be approved as an accurate record. 
 
    
0229 MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 
  
 There was nothing to discuss under this minute 
 
[THE PRINCIPAL JOINED THE MEETING] 
 
 



 
 

 
0230 CURRICULUM 
 
 Update on progress in Biology (Appendix 1)  
 
 Mr J Wright, the Curriculum Lead for Natural Sciences, was presenting on this item 

and shared his screen with governors.  Mr Wright had attended the LGB at the end of 
2019 with a presentation and progress since then had been significant with stretching 
targets in place for the future.  

 
 The challenge in lessons had been increased, ensuring pre-reading was embedded 

throughout the course so lessons could get into more complex issues.  The team were 
working on explanations and ensuring common teaching resources were used by the 
whole team to maintain consistency across the department.  Student practice and 
teacher modelling included retrieval questions at the start of every lesson and a series 
of review booklet questions to test learning and develop knowledge.  Extended writing 
books were working very well and were used well throughout.   

 
 Analysis showed that the most reliable form of assessments was the mock and 

progression exam as there was a full moderation process for these and consequently 
every key assessment would follow this process.  This meant a review of the marking 
scheme before marking commenced and then double marking to ensure 
standardisation.  Y12 had been completing AS level questions, however, A level 
questions were structured in a more detailed, tricky way so these were now being 
brought into Y12.  Key assessments weren’t just end of topic tests, and retrieval tests 
were used to ensure constant revision.  After every key assessment there was a 
feedback lesson focussing on student thinking and developing their answers.  Students 
did not receive the marking scheme initially, which forced them to think more about 
their answers.  After the key assessment there were a series of questions in a repair 
booklet to help students understand where they went wrong.  After each assessment 
the five most worrying students in every group were given closer support. 

 
 The post-mock improvement plan was key and all students who were at risk after the 

mock were getting phone calls home to impress the importance of focussed study 
between now and the summer exams.  Paper of the week was part of a process to 
prepare students for the mocks and summer exams as well as supporting the 
transition from Y12 to Y13.  Classes which were underperforming on VA in all key 
assessments were identified and questions were asked around that. 

 
 Actions for this year were making sure there was consistency in all lessons across the 

team, so expectations were clear for all with students and to ensure they were all 
getting a high-quality experience.  Use of knowledge organisers was more upfront and 
students were using them in every lesson.  Clear folder expectations and folder checks 
were in place.  There was a focus in weekly team meetings on discussions on teaching 
and assessment to ensure topics were covered in the same way as well as agreeing 
how the lessons were taught.  Peer observation was being used within the team, 
matching teachers with others who had the appropriate strengths.  Any student with 



 
 

two target 5s, following assessments, received a phone call home.  The key assessment 
programme was made more robust, sourcing new types of questions and varying the 
key assessments between option blocks to make sure the students weren’t sharing 
the questions with each other. There was a timed exam question of the week as due 
to Covid, exam skills were not where they should be so this was completed in exam 
conditions with low stakes questions and quizzes.  Y12 had big gaps in their GCSE 
knowledge and the GCSE exam pro had been purchased to use as part of the process 
of closing these gaps as schools had covered GCSEs in different ways.  

 
 Y12 – over half the students who had been a concern after key assessment 1 had 

improved after key assessment 2.  Students received intervention support and those 
who engaged were seeing improvements.  Value Added (VA) was improving as the key 
assessments went along and compared to the previous years’ equivalent. 

 
 Key assessment 7 had been made harder than the previous year as it needed to be 

more robust and trickier and there was an improvement on key assessment 6. 
 
 The Deep Dive in September led to the curriculum intent being re-written and this was 

discussed at team meetings.  The curriculum improvement plan was generated by the 
whole team and fed into the plan for the year. Weekly lesson-by-lesson discussions 
took place focussing on resources and how the material was taught, increasing verbal 
questioning, and encouraging more discussion from the students.  Folder checks took 
place regularly and overall, they were looking better.  All staff members had visited 
Lyndon to observe science lessons in a school to get a better understanding of GCSE 
and to aid the transition to A-Level science.  It also gave an idea as to where the gaps 
were between the two.  Learning walks took place after the deep dive showing 
improvements in most areas. 

 
 JB noted there were a lot of encouraging signs from this, and he advised that in the 

papers there were some parts of the action plan that had not been completed on 
time or were outstanding, and he asked if these items were being caught up on.  Mr 
Wright advised there was a lot that was needed to be done and prioritisation was key, 
so this was being worked through.  Mr Wright noted it was important to circle back 
and pick up those areas in the improvement plan that were still outstanding.  JB asked 
how British Values were related to science subjects and noted it was an opportunity 
for creativity.  He also asked how the team were embracing the changes. Mr Wright 
advised there was a lot of positivity around rising to the challenge of day-to-day 
teaching, but some staff members were more confident with the content adjacent 
parts of the plan than others and this required some thought and development to 
ensure it was embedded.   Mr Wright noted British Values fitted into many aspects of 
science courses, but how things were reported and how the laws were written would 
factor into this area. 

 
 Ms Stone, the Assistant Principal, advised that on the development plan, there were 

the three terms, so there may be items in term 1 that weren’t completed but would 
appear again in term 2 or 3.  Mr Wright had pushed a lot on British Values and 



 
 

employability. Some of this had stalled due to the instability caused by Covid but this 
would be pushed again, and staff were rising to the challenge. 

 
 JB advised this had answered his question and it was important that the confidence in 

the staff translated to confidence in the students.  The Principal advised that about 
two years ago, there had been a presentation about Biology to governors and asked 
what was different in the intervening time and what was different in the classroom? 
Mr Wright advised there was a bigger focus on applying knowledge into new situations 
and novel circumstances, less teacher talk and more questioning, verbal and written, 
rather than just delivery of content.  Students were working harder than the teacher 
in the lesson.  Delivering the content was not the full picture and a more dynamic 
lesson environment helped deliver higher grades.  The Principal asked how exam 
questions were used differently now and Mr Wright advised that they were more 
selective with the exam questions used, students got tighter time frames to complete 
them and then there was expert use of teacher modelling using the Visualiser talking 
through the thinking process. The student governor noted that these changes were in 
place in the classroom, and she felt more prepared for exam situations now.  Mr 
Wright advised it was good to hear this feedback. 

 
 The Chair asked when there would be a data update for governors to monitor the 

impact of what had been put in place.  The Principal advised it was possible to bring 
mock exams outcomes to the next LGB.  The Vice Principal, Mrs Hamilton, noted that 
there would be no concrete results until August, when there were external exams 
results finally available. 

 
 ACTION: Biology to be revisited in early 2022/2023 academic year. 
 
 JB agreed and noted if the controllables were controlled, then the outputs should look 

after themselves. 
 
[MR J WRIGHT AND MS O STONE LEFT THE MEETING]  
 
 Academic Coaching Deep Dive (Appendix 2) 
 
 Ms Dale-Barron, the Assistant Principal advised the academic coaching team consisted 

of 24 staff, coaches reported into progress managers, and they were support staff not 
teachers.  They delivered weekly group coaching sessions to their allocated students.  
They also did one-to-ones with students over the 2 years they were at the college. 

 
 In the OfSTED report, some recommendations had been made around academic 

coaching and none were a surprise, but they had been worked on since and the actions 
suggested were mirroring what was already being worked on.  There was also 
recognition of the breadth of work the coaches did.  This included working on study 
skills as well as things like consent and radicalisation.  Coaching was the only part of a 
study programme every student had in common at College.  The Deep Dive had been 
a really good experience for the team, showing they were moving in the right 
direction.  Vince Green, the Secondary Education Director, had described the team as 



 
 

the ‘glue’ between the college stakeholders and this was clear during lockdown when 
the academic coaches were key in communication between teachers and students.  
Coaches worked very intensely with some students, although some students were 
more light touch, and it was noted that the academic coaches made a big college feel 
small and they were very passionate about their job and enjoyed working with the 
students. 

 
 The actions were around checking everything from the group sessions was captured, 

so they were now trialling using exercise books with the Y12 students, to support the 
good work that happened in the sessions as well as linking to prior learning.  
Consistency across the team was another key action and the team were really willing 
to improve their skills and upskill.  The team had been split into trios, with coaches 
who would not usually work together supporting each other.  The coaching sessions 
they delivered were pre-prepared. One of the team, who had a background in teacher 
training, was doing work on questioning with the wider team.  With academic 
coaching, a lot of it prompted deep discussion and there was a skill in leading that.   

 
 There had been additional resources brought in, tailored to the age group, and these 

were being trialled this year.  The actions from the deep dive were being worked on 
and there was still work to do, but there had been big improvements since this model 
was established and it was adapted and refined every year.  Sessions this year were 
very different, and this was down to individual feedback and student voice, including 
adding new topics, such as how to deal with money.  The programme was never static 
and was always moving forwards. 

 
 The experience of the deep dive was very positive for the team and to get the feedback 

they had was great.  It was noted the team did not shy away from some of the issues 
that they were delivering.   

 
 JB advised he had found the report an interesting read from the insight it gave into the 

work the team did, which came across as strong with opportunities for improvement.  
Also, the deep dive process was a powerful tool and the positives of what was being 
delivered was being shared with other academies in the Trust.  The Principal asked 
what had been done to address the safeguarding concerns from the Education 
Welfare Officers and the Vice Principal, Mr Staddon, advised that he had met with the 
EWOs to ensure they were clear about how to report safeguarding concerns.  The lead 
in the attendance team would also be taking the safeguarding course as there could 
be a safeguarding issue when students were absent from college, so this would enable 
them to spot any safeguarding concerns. 

 
 A Governor noted the attendance was quite low and asked what would be done to 

improve attendance for coaching and Ms Dale-Barron advised there had been an 
attendance drive before Christmas with academic coaches focussing on lower 
attending students.  Interventions should include meeting with the student, phoning 
home and keeping track from there.  The formal intervention process was used for 
students of greater concern.  Making the sessions valuable for the students was a key 



 
 

strategy for getting attendance higher, as well as making sure the sessions were 
relevant and up to date.  Work to address this was ongoing. 

 
 A Governor asked with regards to the sexual harassment coaching, when was that 

timetabled to be delivered and Ms Dale-Barron advised it was this half-term for Y12 
as there was a personal focus including consent, drugs, alcohol and substance abuse.  
If a student was absent from a session they could access them at a later point.  A 
Student governor noted that the placement of the coaching slot could sometimes be 
an issue impacting attendance and felt that if the sessions were sandwiched between 
two lessons, attendance would be higher, and Ms Dale-Barron agreed and noted this 
was being reviewed for next year.  The Vice Principal, Mr Staddon, added that the 
coaching sessions needed to be spread out across the week to deliver all the sessions 
within the blocked timetable structure, but going forward we would try to make sure 
as far as possible that they are next to another lesson, so there are no gaps, thus aiding 
attendance. 

 
[MS L DALE-BARRON LEFT THE MEETING] 
 
 Understanding Data and 6th Form KPIs (Appendix 3) 
 
 The Vice Principal, Mr Staddon, advised that he had shared a paper in advance of the 

meeting summarising the data that was received when reviewing results and looking 
at student progress and he wanted to explain where the data came from and how it 
was used. 

 
 The progress measures were the key focus and the VA (Value Added) measure looked 

at the attainment levels at GCSE and the A level outcome.  This was compared 
nationally to see if this progress was good.  VA was a national data set and attaining 0 
indicated that progress was as anticipated, in comparison to the national picture.  A 
minus figure indicated less progress than the national average and a positive figure 
showed more progress.  This could be reviewed at different levels, from individual 
results, student results level, course-wide level or whole college level. 

 
 The data used comes from the Sixth Form Colleges Association (SFCA) through the Six 

Dimensions data.  The points score bands were illustrated on the next slide.  The 
median grade was the baseline grade that progress was assessed against.  The VA 
score provided an indicator as to how far above or below that selected cohort of 
students were.  The data could be quite skewed in a small cohort of students, so it was 
indicative for governors, but caution needed to be used when looking at smaller 
cohorts.  In-year VA data was used to ask questions and it was key to look at flight 
paths, or the projection, as to what a student might achieve and whether additional 
support was needed. 

 
 Any underperforming subject could be zeroed in on and work was then targeted to 

improve outcomes, etc.  Inconsistencies and trends were also viewed, looking at 
gender, ethnicity, SEND and so forth to aid lines of enquiry as to what was happening. 

 



 
 

 In August when the results come out, we update our own VA data. All our data is sent 
to the SCFA Six Dimensions team which gives us a more detailed picture with a 1-year 
lag very quickly. Later in the year Level 3 VA data comes from the DfE, which show 
how results this year, compare against national results.  The data became more 
reliable as time goes on, but actions are always taken following the August data, rather 
than waiting for the DfE data later in the year.  Currently there were national 
comparative issues as there had been no validated data set for the past two years, due 
to how results had been determined during the COVID-19 crisis, so this needed to be 
normalised.  Results this year would be higher than 2019 but not as high as Centre 
Assessed Grades (CAGs) or Teacher Assessed Grades (TAGs) from 2020 and 2021.   

 
 Attaining positive VA was a focus of the College, and although this had been attained 

in the last two years, the achievement needed to be confirmed using a validated data 
set.  Every College was looking to improve and getting higher VA scores meant 
improving more quickly than other colleges. 

 
 The College wanted to consistently be achieving a positive VA with validated data and 

a significantly positive VA would put the college in the top 10-15% nationally. 
 
 Pass rates were still important and linked to this was the qualification achievement 

rate, which considered how many students completed each course and gained a 
qualification at the end of it. 

 
 The Chair asked in terms of academic delivery staff, how quickly did a subject lead 

get information indicating there was an issue with a particular class or cohort.  The 
Vice Principal advised this was done very quickly and there were key assessments 
completed every half-term so every student on every course had a snapshot of 
performance.  This enabled comparisons with previous years and so could pick up 
quite quickly how this cohort were performing compared to previous years.  Also 
underperforming students, either at class level or individual level could be picked up 
quickly. 

 
 The Principal noted that the next Six Dimensions was likely to be not as robust as 

previous years as GCSE averages had gone up due to grade inflation.  This was why the 
DfE data later in the year was important. 

 
 JB agreed there was a lack of continuity in the data due to CAGs, and TAGs.  The data 

analysis was important, but it was driving the plans and the interventions that was the 
most vital.   

 
 OFSTED Inspection Framework (Appendix 4) 
 
 The Principal noted it had been some time since OfSTED had been discussed and an 

inspection was not imminent, probably, until 2025.  However, the framework was 
important, and the SAR measured the College against that. The document was a brief 
highlight for governors and the third page indicated the questions that governors may 



 
 

be asked by OfSTED.  The Principal advised that any area of interest/concern could be 
added to future agendas to clarify for governors.   

 
[MR J BRIDGES LEFT THE MEETING] 
  
 The Chair thanked the Principal for this and advised it was a very useful document for 

governors. 
   
 Student Voice (Appendix 5) 
 
 The VP, Mrs Hamilton, advised this was very important in relation to adapting and 

changing in response to feedback from students.  There were two papers, one 
detailing the student voice strategy for the year and the second analysing the subject 
questionnaires.   

 
 Some things could be done quickly following feedback, some things took longer and 

required budget and some things could not be done, and that had to be explained to 
students.  Students were also involved in teacher recruitment as well as for more 
senior posts. 

  
 The subject questionnaire (Appendix 6) had a phenomenal response rate and British 

Values was the lowest scoring question and had dipped from previous surveys.  
Through the pandemic focus had changed slightly and some of the work on British 
Values had not been the priority and now needed to be focussed on again. 

 
 There were low scores for working in different ways and again this was an impact of 

the pandemic as teachers and students were distanced and in fixed sitting.  Some staff 
were more reticent than others to reintroduce mixed groups, changing seating plans 
etc and this needed to become a focus again. 

 
 The Chair noted that it seemed a lot of work and the Vice Principal agreed it was, but 

important threads were picked up and worked through.  The Chair asked in terms of 
consistency, how did the College ensure that there was a general move back to how 
things were working prior to the pandemic.  The Vice Principal advised there was a 
quality assurance programme including walking round the College and dipping into 
lessons, subject by subject, and this feedback from the questionnaires was in the head 
of the SLT and middle managers as they completed the learning walks.  The Vice 
Principal noted that due to Covid, most teachers now worked with their door open 
and so it was easy to get a feel for what was going on in classrooms.  A Governor 
advised she had attended College on Friday and doors were open so she could confirm 
this was the case. 

 
 
0231 SAFEGUARDING  
 

 The Vice Principal, Mr Staddon, advised there had been Safeguarding training 
completed with all staff and this was shared with governors now.  There had been a 



 
 

lot of attention given to the death of Arthur Labinjo-Hughes in Solihull and there had 
been a knock-on impact on social services in Solihull.  Consequently, there were urgent 
inspections taking place in Solihull and the College was alert to these and any impact 
they may have on the Safeguarding team here. 

 
 The Vice Principal noted this tragic death occurred during the first lockdown and it 

highlighted the importance of schools in safeguarding children.  There was a high 
volume of work for social services, and they were understaffed and so a lot of detail 
was required to refer a case.  The Vice Principal advised that if staff felt something was 
not picked up, they were always advised to escalate. 

 
 The Vice Principal advised that in the College there was a culture of vigilance, every 

report had an action attached to it and there had been referrals to external agencies.  
The Mental Health Lead role was in now in place to support. 

 
 One concern expressed by students was around travelling to and from College.  The 

‘Step Together’ programme were employing chaperones to work in the area at the 
beginning and end of the day to de-escalate any unwanted behaviours. 

 
 A Student governor advised that re the issue with Brueton Park she had heard from a 

police officer but had no follow up to report.  The local councillor had still not 
responded to her concerns around Brueton Park, although she had contacted him 
several times and asked if someone else could follow up.  The Principal suggested that 
some other students could also raise concerns with the councillor and the student 
governor advised there was a template for students to mass email him.  The councillor 
had been requested to provide details of who else to contact at the Council and the 
Principal advised there was no issue with contacting the councillor again if he was not 
responding. 

  
 A Governor asked with regards to the chaperones if there could be feedback at a 

future point as to how effective it was and how students felt about it.  The Vice 
Principal was keen to get this too and had asked them to come into the College and 
meet students.  The Principal noted they were also aiming to deal with wider tensions 
in the community.  The Chair asked if the chaperones were well-vetted, and the VP 
advised they were qualified youth workers and all vetted. 

 
0232 TRUST WELLBEING SURVEY  
 
 The Edurio survey results had been shared (Appendices 7 and 8) and the Principal 

advised the survey was run across the whole Trust, but the results were for the 
College.  It was completed in November and Arbor and the feedback indicated that 
the management of the implementation of that had generated the most negative 
responses.  Workload and perceptions of the Trust also required further attention. 

 
 This would be discussed further at the staff meeting on 7 February 2022 
 

 



 
 

 
0233 DATE OF NEXT MEETING  
 
  Governors confirmed that the next meeting of the Local Governing Body would be 

held at 5.00 pm on Wednesday 2 March 2022.   
 
  
 The meeting closed at 6.50 pm. 
 
 
 
 
 Signed: ………………….……………………………………………………… 
  (Chair of Local Governing Body) 
 
 
 
 Date: ……………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


